DESCRIPTION: 128-pin Quad Flat Package (FQFP)

PACKAGE CODE: MA128

DOCUMENT CONTROL #: PD-2029

REVISION: C

DATE: 03/10/06

Notes:
1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
2. REF JEDEC: MS-029"A"K
3. DIMENSION D1 AND E1 DO NOT INCLUDE MOLD PROTRUSION.
   ALLOWABLE PROTRUSION IS 0.25 mm PER SIDE. DIMENSIONS D1
   AND E1 DO INCLUDE MOLD WIRMATCH AND ARE DETERMINED AT
   DATUM PLANE [M].
4. DIMENSION D DOES NOT INCLUDE SAWN PROTRUSION.
   ALLOWABLE SAWN PROTRUSION SHALL NOT CAUSE THE
   LEAD WIDTH TO EXCEED
   THE MAXIMUM D DIMENSION BY MORE THAN 0.05 mm.
   SAWN CANNOT BE LOCATED ON THE OUTER RADIUS
   OR THE LEAD FOOT.